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This booklet reports on experiments carried out by Van Hall 
Larenstein University of Applied Sciences in the context of 
the VALUE project. It consists of three parts. The first two 
chapters describe some experiments carried out in the 
Dutch town of Amersfoort and the students’ input and ap-
proach. This is followed by an intermezzo on sources of in-
spiration outside the Netherlands and examples of the way 
urban green spaces and elements can provide an impulse 
for towns and cities. The final two chapters concern the way 
such a green strategy can be designed in Dutch urban set-
tings. Chapter 5 discusses how local governments can use the 
added value provided by urban green spaces for new invest-
ments: value capturing. Chapter 6 focuses on a new type of 
planning: Planning by Surprise, which combines dreams and 
pragmatism. The photo essay at the centre of the book tells 
the story of the many sides of green spaces in towns and cit-
ies. Unintentional, intentional, planned, dreamed of, drawn, 
remembered, pictured, developed: Planning by Surprise. 

The authors
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Urban green spaces make for healthy, liveable, economically 
viable, clean and attractive towns and cities, but are also of 
economic interest, as they make a town or city more attrac-
tive to new businesses.  The European VALUE project (Va-
luing Attractive Landscapes in the Urban Economy) involved 
ten partners• which collaborated between 2008 and 2012 
to collect evidence of the added economic value provided by 
green spaces in towns and cities.

The idea that urban green spaces are important for 
towns and cities is generally accepted. Dutch towns 
and cities eagerly compete for the title of ‘Greenest 
Town’, estate agents sing the praises of green re-
sidential neighbourhoods, parks are increasingly 
being used as sites for lounging around or jogging, 
property developers are using green spaces as a sel-
ling point, and research evidence is accumulating 
that green elements are good for human health, the 
environment and the urban climate.

These convictions have also come about as a result of the 
huge growth that towns and cities have shown over the last 
50 years, which meant that green elements were replaced 
by buildings and infrastructure. Existing urban green spa-
ces were increasingly occupied by housing, infrastructure, 
industrial estates and other urban facilities, with all the ac-
companying unfavourable effects. Inevitably, people started 
to protest against these developments, in a defensive reaction 
that fitted in with the public’s increasing environmental awa-
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Learning from experiments

In the context of the VALUE project, research institutes and 
local authorities have collaborated in recent years to develop 
methods to express the value of urban green spaces in mo-
netary terms, to involve citizens in this effort to value green 
spaces and to find out what strategies local authorities can 
design to ensure that the whole town or city benefits from the 
added value. The goal of this joint European project was that 
towns and cities would learn from each other’s experiments 
and that public authorities would learn to collaborate and be-
nefit from each other’s knowledge and experience.
In the wider context, VALUE was about developing green 
strategies for towns and regions. The research in the VALUE 
project tried to answer the question where investments in 
green infrastructure in towns and regions would yield the 
greatest economic benefits, and how green infrastructure can 
at the same time help to improve the spatial quality of these 
towns and regions. The research was based on the idea that 
green infrastructure is of vital importance for the strength 
and prosperity of towns and cities in north-western Europe. 
The research was intended to create awareness of the value 
of green infrastructure.

Planning instruments

This publication concentrates on the collaboration between 
the Van Hall Larenstein University of Applied Sciences and 
the Amersfoort municipal authorities. Researchers and stu-
dents at Van Hall Larenstein examined planning methods re-
lating to the added economic value provided by urban green 

reness at the end of the twentieth century. Meanwhile, green 
spaces have come to be highly valued, and towns and cities 
can no longer do without them.

Can urban green spaces be profitable?

The added economic value provided by urban green spaces 
has become more important over the last ten years, a process 
that was further stimulated by the current economic crisis. 
Towns and cities with large, well-tended and functional green 
spaces are often also the ones that are regarded as attrac-
tive places to live, work and spend one’s leisure time in. This 
means that urban green spaces make for a pleasant social cli-
mate, making them economically and financially valuable by 
enhancing a town’s competitive advantage.
Hence, local governments will want to invest in urban green 
spaces not merely to prevent urban degradation but especi-
ally to enhance a town’s economic position within its regional 
urban network, within the country and within Europe. The 
question then arises, however, whether investing in urban 
green spaces will actually pay off. The problem is that the ad-
ded value provided by urban green spaces is hard to express 
in monetary terms. Although there is evidence that green spa-
ces contribute to human health, improve the environment, 
bring people together and increase the market value of hou-
ses, one may wonder who profits from these advantages, and 
how these processes can best be managed. These were the 
questions that the VALUE project focused on.
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that loss of natural habitats resulting from redevelopment 
projects can be compensated by creating or improving green 
spaces elsewhere or through financial compensation. The na-
ture compensation principle has been laid down in EU legisla-
tion, and has also been included in Dutch national legislation, 
which implies that the Green Credit Tool has a legal basis.
The Green Credit Tool evaluates urban green spaces on the 
basis of seven aspects: use, perception, water and ecology, 
culture and architecture, management and maintenance sta-
tus, land use and the value of the area. A matrix is then used 
to subdivide these quality aspects of urban green spaces into 
a number of subaspects that are relevant to the various tar-
get groups within a town or city. This makes the Green Cre-
dit Tool a suitable instrument to start discussions with local 
residents and other stakeholders about the consequences of 
constructing a new road, a new housing scheme, redesigning 
urban green space, etc.

What do the residents want?

The Workbench Spatial Quality, developed by the Habiforum 
network of planning experts, is actually a set of methods to 
enhance public participation, which are used to establish the 
added value provided by urban green spaces. The approach 
involves four phases, which interlink to form a circle. The first 
phase often involves a field trip through the area concerned to 
gauge the perceptions of all parties involved; in this process, 
all those involved are regarded as experts. The next step invol-
ves designing a quality profile of the area, with people giving 
it points for its use value, amenity value and future value. The 

spaces. These methods were then tested in several experi-
ments, in collaboration with the local authorities, focusing on 
the urban green spaces at the Euterpeplein square, the Ran-
denbroek Park and the Vathorst district. The VALUE project 
focused on three planning instruments that can be used for 
green space strategies:
•  The Green Credit Tool, used to establish the value of urban 

green spaces
•  The Workbench Spatial Quality, used to involve residents, 

users and interest groups in planning
•  Value Added Planning to maximise the added economic and 

social value of urban green spaces

How can urban green spaces be measured?

Determining the added economic value of urban green spaces 
obviously starts by looking at the available green spaces in 
towns and cities. This was done using the Green Credit Tool. 
The logical next step was to find out what the Amersfoort 
residents think of the green spaces in their town, which was 
assessed using the Workbench Spatial Quality instrument. 
Finally, the follow-up question of how the Amersfoort local 
government could use the added economic value in its policy 
planning efforts was addressed using the method of Value Ad-
ded Planning.
The Green Credit Tool is a method to measure the value of ur-
ban green spaces. The method was developed by the Amers-
foort municipal authorities, and was tested in the context of 
the VALUE project in several pilot studies. The method de-
rives from the concept of ‘nature compensation’, which means 
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Experiments

This booklet reports on experiments carried out by Van Hall 
Larenstein University of Applied Sciences in the context of 
the VALUE project. It consists of three parts. The first two 
chapters describe some experiments carried out in the town 
of Amersfoort and the students’ input and approach. This is 
followed by an intermezzo on sources of inspiration outside 
the Netherlands and examples of the way urban green spa-
ces and elements can provide an impulse for towns and cities. 
The final two chapters concern the way such a green strategy 
can be designed in Dutch urban settings. Chapter 5 discus-
ses how local governments can use the added value provided 
by urban green spaces for new investments: value capturing. 
Chapter 6 focuses on a new type of planning: Planning by Sur-
prise, which combines dreams and pragmatism. 

third phase involves using scenarios, calculations, mapping 
and a layering approach to design a plan for the area.  Phase 
four, finally, concerns the design and its realisation. The result 
is monitored, for instance in terms of the perceptions of the 
new situation by all those involved.

How can the economic value of urban green spaces 

be captured?

Local authorities can use Value Added Planning to examine 
how investments in green infrastructure can produce added 
economic value for the rest of the town or city. It is based on 
the hard fact that house prices in leafy residential areas are 
5 to 15% higher than elsewhere. The main question is how 
towns and cities that invest in a green residential environ-
ment can benefit from this added value.
Value Added Planning starts right at the beginning of the plan-
ning process, with the question whether urban green spaces 
actually provide added value, and whether the housing mar-
ket offers opportunities to gain a profit from it. The Amers-
foort situation was found to offer several opportunities. A 
specific green design could produce added economic value, 
and the local government can use modelling techniques for 
strategic utilisation of this added value produced by green 
space investments. Local authorities can collaborate with pu-
blic and private parties to develop strategies that enable them 
to benefit from the increased value of houses in green resi-
dential areas. The project also examined what urban green 
spaces meant for future spatial planning in Amersfoort.
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The Amersfoort local authorities and students of Van Hall 
Larenstein University of Applied Sciences have carried out 
experiments at two sites, the Randenbroek Park and the Eu-
terpeplein square, to find out how the added economic value 
of urban green infrastructure can be maximised. The experi-
ments showed that there is a need for ways to combine the 
actual process of drawing a design with calculations on in-
vestments, while focusing on the planning process.
Right from the start, the Amersfoort local authorities empha-
sised the contributions of residents, users and other relevant 
interest groups.  The authorities had already intended to ap-
ply the Value Added Planning approach to the green strategy 
for the Randenbroek Park to maximise the added economic 
value of this urban green space. It also intended to consult 
the general public using the Workbench Spatial Quality. In 
the case of the Euterpeplein square, the authorities inten-
ded to use the Green Credit Tool to assess the value of the 
area and the green elements, in consultation with residents, 
users and other interest groups. These ideas were introdu-
ced as elements in the European VALUE project. The Van Hall 
Larenstein University of Applied Sciences was asked to help 
test the theory of the three planning instruments described 
above in Chapter 1 in the practical conditions of the town of 
Amersfoort.

2 Practical examples: Amersfoort  
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Value Added Planning

Right from the start of the Randenbroek planning process, in 
the year 2000, the Amersfoort local authorities began to use 
the Value Added Planning method. It soon turned out that po-
litical decision-making was a very important element in this 
process. The original idea was that the St. Elisabeth hospital 
buildings would be turned into apartments by a housing cor-
poration, and that the proceeds would be used to fund green 
infrastructure development. This changed in 2010, when a 
newly elected municipal executive decided that the former 
hospital grounds should also become part of the park. This 
led to a plan for a 65 ha green space, a ‘green lung’ for Amers-
foort.
The Workbench Spatial Quality was used in the Randenbroek 
development project in order to ensure that not only ecologi-
cal and historical values but also economic interests and va-
lues would be assessed. Thus, the green redevelopment sche-
me for the Randenbroek Park became part of a fundamental 
debate on the town’s green infrastructure strategy, involving 
many interests and many stakeholders. 

Quality improvement for the Euterpeplein square

The Euterpeplein square presented a completely different 
challenge. Euterpeplein is a triangular space situated in the 
post-WWII residential neighbourhood of Schuilenburg. The 
square was used as a car park, lined with trees and surroun-
ded by shops and houses, and some streets with busy traffic. 
Its spatial quality was poor, and the trees on the square were 
in poor health.

Randenbroek Park suits an urban green strategy

Satellite images clearly show that the Randenbroek Park is 
one of the larger green spaces in Amersfoort. The present 
park represents the remains of a seventeenth-century coun-
try estate, and is surrounded by sports fields and the St. Elisa-
beth hospital, situated in the valley of the Heiligenbergerbeek 
brook, which enters the town from the south.
In the year 2000, the hospital and a tennis club decided to 
move to different locations, and various sports clubs an-
nounced plans to expand their grounds and add new facili-
ties, so the local authorities were forced to think about re-
designing the park. The Amersfoort authorities were faced 
with two challenges, developing a green leisure area along 
the brook valley and redeveloping the old hospital buildings.
The authorities decided from the start to develop a whole 
green infrastructure strategy for the entire area from the 
Randenbroek Park to the A28 motorway. The point of depar-
ture for the redevelopment of the hospital grounds was that 
the construction of the new hospital, called Meander Medical 
Centre, and the relocation of the St. Elisabeth hospital and the 
Lichtenberg hospital to the new location, would not require 
additional investments. Specifically, this meant developing 
plans for housing construction in the former St. Elisabeth 
grounds. The plans were designed to include as much green 
space along the brook as possible.
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(use, perception, water and ecology, culture and architecture, 
management and maintenance status, land use and the value 
of the area) were then entered into a matrix, which could be 
used to estimate the quality of the future green elements for 
the local residents, businesses and organisations.
The conclusion was that the new plans for the Euterpeplein 
square would result in green elements with a quality that 
would be at least equal to that of the existing situation and 
might have a positive effect. The process evaluation showed 
that the response rate to the questionnaire was fairly low, and 
that residents found it hard to make objective judgements 
about the trees in the square. The removal of old trees was 
a sensitive issue, even if they were to be replaced by new, 
healthy trees that would in the longer term result in a higher 
quality of the square. People’s subjective perspective largely 
prevented them from looking objectively at the future quali-
ties of the intended green elements

Timing is important 
It turned out to be important to apply policy instruments like 
Value Added Planning, Workbench Spatial Quality and Green 
Credit Tool at the right moment. Timing is important, and their 
implementation should start sooner rather than later. With 
hindsight, for instance, the Workbench Spatial Quality should 
have been used much earlier in the process. This would have 
resulted in more planning options, and would have involved 
the residents, users and other interest groups in the decision-
making process about the final plans at a much earlier stage.

The local authorities decided that this situation had to be im-
proved. Their ambition was to increase the value of the green 
elements, including their aesthetic quality, their use quality, 
their ecological and cultural quality, as well as the quality of 
maintenance. The authorities used the Green Credit Tool to 
check whether this ambition was actually realised. They had 
already been using this instrument to make decisions about 
maintaining, replacing, relocating or removing green ele-
ments at smaller sites. Researchers and students of Van Hall 
Larenstein University of Applied Sciences advised the autho-
rities on the use of the Green Credit Tool.

Green Credit Tool

The Green Credit Tool tied in with the seven-step process of 
citizen participation that the local authorities were using in 
the Schuilenberg area. This process started with consultati-
ons with known stakeholders, followed by listening to and 
contacting residents, entering into discussions with them in 
order to deepen understanding, involving residents in the 
planning process, discussing options for the further process, 
formal consultations required by law and finally a tour of the 
neighbourhood in an old bus, using a video camera to record 
people’s reactions.
The Green Credit Tool was used to assess the value of the 
square and to evaluate the design produced on the basis of 
consultations. This was done by consulting neighbourhood 
residents, businesses and organisations through a question-
naire about the existing green elements and their preferen-
ces for future green elements. The various aspects of quality 
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approach to look for added economic value. Since it is the 
residents, users and other interest groups that benefit most 
from the new park development, it would seem logical to ask 
these parties to participate in the search for the added value 
of green space redevelopment.
The focus must be on the planning process itself, not on its 
immediate proceeds. This was the main conclusion that the 
Amersfoort local authorities drew about the use of Value Ad-
ded Planning. Although direct economic gains from green 
infrastructure are hard to calculate, added value can be 
achieved by inviting a range of disciplines to become involved 
in the planning process right from the start.
Designers produce drawings, and economists produce cal-
culations. This is not unusual, but the two processes rarely 
take place simultaneously. In many cases, the designers first 
produce the drawings, aiming for spatial quality, and then 
the economists come in to calculate the development costs, 
whereas what matters is the combination of drawing and 
calculating in a multidisciplinary planning process. This was 
also found during the student workshop, which is discussed, 
in the next chapter.

The Green Credit Tool was also used too late in the Euterpe-
plein planning process, namely after the design had already 
been made. With hindsight, it would have been better to ap-
ply this instrument at an earlier stage of the design process, 
as this would have made it possible to incorporate the results 
of the study more effectively in the design for the green ele-
ments in the square. If the Green Credit Tool is not used right 
from the start of the process, it merely becomes an instru-
ment to defend or explain decisions that have already been 
made. Another recommendation to improve the public’s in-
volvement is to avoid specialist jargon and unfamiliar termi-
nology. This means that the questionnaire should be tailored 
to the intended respondents’ experiential world.

Drawing and calculating rolled into one

The experiment on Randenbroek Park has shown that it is 
very difficult to directly calculate the added value of more 
green space in the area of the park and the former hospital, 
as this added value is not confined to the site where the de-
velopments take place, but is particularly dependent on deve-
lopments in the wider context. The added value provided by 
urban green spaces depends not only on local political, admi-
nistrative and economic conditions, but also on countrywide 
developments on the housing market and in the national eco-
nomy.
The use of Value Added Planning implies that design drawi-
ngs and calculations are produced simultaneously in order 
to find the spatial quality that will maximise the economic 
value. This enables the local authorities to use an indirect 
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At Van Hall Larenstein University of Applied Sciences, a tried 
and tested method is to put students from various disciplines 
together in a kind of pressure cooker situation for a few days 
and ask them to come up with new plans for existing spatial 
challenges. In October 2011, therefore, 18 students stayed at 
a youth hostel in the village of Soest to study the problem of 
the Randenbroek Park in Amersfoort. They included urban 
development students from Saxion University of Applied Sci-
ences, students of landscape architecture and planning from 
Van Hall Larenstein and students of real estate from Hanze 
University of Applied Sciences, who together addressed the 
question how green infrastructure could be used to create ad-
ded value for the Randenbroek Park.
Student workshops at Van Hall Larenstein consist of a diverse 
programme of lectures, field trips, design sessions, provoca-
tive talks by guest speakers and a lot of debate, ultimately 
resulting in a presentation to the client. In the case of the 
Randenbroek Park, the client was the Amersfoort local go-
vernment. The students were advised by Van Hall Larenstein 
lecturer Ad Koolen and Amersfoort municipal official Arno 
Goossens.

Cycling

The workshop started on Wednesday 21 October with an in-
troductory talk by Arno Goossens about the position of the 
Randenbroek Park in the municipal long-term vision on struc-
tural design planning. The redevelopment of the park fits in 

3 Student workshops as a pressure cooker 
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ideas to paper, and the first draft designs were produced. A 
striking aspect was that several of the groups started looking 
for more context. Adjoining groups would often come over 
to look at and talk about each other’s work. There were also 
considerable differences in the students’ way of thinking. 
Students of landscape architecture tended to focus on the 
opportunities offered by the area, while the urban develop-
ment students looked first and foremost at feasibility. The 
groups did, however, find some common ground with regard 
to the three sites: the key element at the swimming pool site 
was the country house, while the Heiligenbergerbeek brook 
was the main connecting line at the hospital site, and green 
corridors were considered by all to be essential for the new 
housing estate site.
In the evening, the students listened to talks by two further 
external experts: Frank van Genne, lecturer in real estate 
management at Saxion University of Applied Sciences and 
Rüdiger Amend, landscape architect at the LA.BAR agency in 
Berlin. Van Genne claimed that it is possible to predict how 
people will respond to a particular residential environment, 
and whether they will want to live there. ‘People make choices 
that enable them to show who they are and where they be-
long.’ That is why it is so important to think about the target 
group for which one is producing a design. Amend told the 
students about his experiences with Value Added Planning, 
the method that the Amersfoort municipal authorities also 
used to realise the added value produced by urban green spa-
ces. He mentioned the option of having residents use tempo-
rarily unused derelict sites, for instance to grow vegetables. 

with the intentions to improve the quality of the Heiligenber-
gerbeek brook as the key element for ecology and leisure ac-
tivities, and to create green corridors. After this introduction, 
Goossens and the students got on bikes and cycled along the 
three sites involved: a public swimming pool in the northern 
part of the area which was to be replaced by green space and 
urban villas, the old hospital in the middle part which was to 
be torn down and be replaced by two green spaces, and the 
site southeast of the brook where a new housing estate was 
planned. Six multidisciplinary groups of students were then 
put together to study these three sites. On Wednesday night, 
the students attended lectures by real estate expert Jan Ber-
vaes and town and country planner Terry van Dijk of the Al-
terra research institute. These external experts talked about 
the relationships between buildings and green infrastructure 
in an urban context, each from their own professional per-
spective, which resulted in contradictory views. Bervaes ex-
plained that the value of a house increases by 10% if it has a 
water body at the back, whereas a water body in front of the 
house hardly affects its price at all. He also mentioned that 
people appreciate the opportunity to go for a short walk near 
their own home, which is rarely available.  Van Dijk expressed 
doubt about actually realising the added economic value of 
green housing estates, as efforts to reap such financial bene-
fits are expensive and attended by legal problems. 

Context

Thursday was the day when the actual planning session took 
place. The six groups of students were invited to put their 
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solidly based story and a clearer concept, with students wor-
king late into the night to prepare their presentations for the 
next day. 
After the presentations about the three sites on Saturday, 
there was a lively debate with the Amersfoort municipal of-
ficials, who were pleasantly surprised by the amount of work 
the students had done within such a short space of time.

In Berlin, this had led to debates about possibly designating 
such sites as permanent open spaces.

Beers and debates

The pressure cooker situation then proved its value. The 
landscape architecture students took the lead in producing a 
draft design, with students of real estate critically evaluating 
the way the designers interpreted the economic added value 
offered by urban green spaces in their own special way. After 
a few beers or glasses of wine, heated debates arose as the 
evening wore on, with the real estate students contributing 
what they are good at: they were the ones who could do the 
maths for the designs that the others came up with.
The Thursday night debates gave the students not only a new, 
fresh outlook on the challenges, but also led to new relations 
and a new division of labour between the disciplines. In their 
final design session, the groups first concentrated on the fi-
nancial basis, puzzling over numbers of houses, demolition 
costs and locations for new buildings that would maximise 
the financial outcome. The Internet and the students’ own 
files were consulted to find suitable reference images. The 
groups also developed a clear internal division of labour, with 
the landscape architects taking care of the design, the real es-
tate students calculating the added economic value provided 
by the urban green spaces, and tasks being generally divided 
as efficiently as possible.
As a result, the groups of students joined forces to decide 
where, but especially why they wanted to develop something 
at a particular site. The new type of partnership led to a more 
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4 Experiences in other countries: 
green spaces changing towns and 
cities and acting as a catalyst for 
the urban economy

Several examples from other countries have shown how 
green spaces can breathe new life into the urban fabric. Three 
examples from France and Germany illustrate how a town or 
city can come to life after investments in green infrastructure. 
Obviously, these examples could not be simply adopted in the 
Netherlands without further adaptation; it is not a matter of 
copy and paste. Dutch local governments will have to come up 
with their own green planning, and will have to calculate the 
added value provided by green spaces, using the instruments 
and planning options described in this brochure.

Parks at the centre of neighbourhood life

The Promenade Plantée was originally a viaduct for a narrow-
gauge railway line from the Place de la Bastille in Paris to the 
Bois de Vincennes. The line was operational from the nine-
teenth century up to its final closure in 1969. When the Bas-
tille station was demolished in 1984 to make room for the 
new Opéra Bastille, funds were also made available for the 
construction of the Promenade Plantée. This involved reno-
vating arcades and integrating the remaining banks, viaducts, 
buildings and tunnels into the promenade. By 1993, this had 
resulted in an almost 5 kilometre long green promenade, va-
rying in width from 9 to 30 m and running from the 10 m 
high Viaduc des Arts with its art shops near the Place de la 
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Bastille to the Jardin de Reuilly near Rue Montgallet, where it 
descends to ground level.
But this was only the beginning. At first, the buildings around 
the promenade stood, as it were, with their backs to the rail-
way viaduct, without any windows on that side, as noise and 
dust had always had to be kept out. After the greening of the 
line, the surrounding buildings were fitted with windows and 
balconies offering a view of the green promenade from the 
apartments. As a result, the railway viaduct became the green 
heart of the surrounding neighbourhoods. House prices rose, 
the neighbourhoods became more attractive places to live 
and work in, and new businesses moved in.
Since then, the concept of the Promenade Plantée has been 
successfully applied in New York for the redevelopment of 
the High Line, the most striking new element being the new 
Standard Hotel built on top of a viaduct. The success of the 
Promenade Plantée has induced cities like Chicago, Philadelp-
hia and St. Louis to develop plans for the greening of disused 
railway lines. In Rotterdam, plans are being designed for 
the Hofbogen arcade underneath the viaduct of the disused 
Hofplein line. Such projects are seen as potential catalysts of 
urban life and as a major impulse for the economy of the sur-
rounding neighbourhoods.
 
Community gardens

Projects at a very different scale are the Jardins Partagés, 
temporary gardens, kitchen gardens and mini-parks that are 
being created at sites where there is a temporary lull in the 
continuing construction work that goes on in a city. This usa-

ge arose in France in the nineteenth century, when ‘labourers’ 
gardens’ were developed to feed the people.
It is a simple idea. In any town, there will often be sites avai-
lable where no building activity is expected to take place for 
a while. The local government helps the residents design and 
plant their urban garden by providing information, materials 
and supervision. It concludes a contract with the residents 
stipulating clear rules for the temporary use of the garden. 
This creates certainty for the local authorities and the pro-
perty developers, as well as for the residents who maintain 
and use the garden. Paris now has over 40 Jardins Partagés, 
and the phenomenon has spread to the whole of France. The 
first modern examples are the Community Gardens in New 
York, which currently number about 750. A first buurtuin or 
neighbourhood garden in the Netherlands was laid out in the 
town of Maastricht in 2010.

Ten years of experimenting

Experiments have always been at the basis of the concept of 
the Internationale Bauausstellung (IBA) exhibitions in Ger-
many. This planning instrument was first used in Darmstadt 
in 1901. When an IBA is held, the regional authorities invest 
in spatial planning experiments that can be expected to yield 
social, economic, cultural and ecological impulses for the re-
gion, for a maximum of ten years. After these ten years, suc-
cessful experiments are expected to survive without further 
assistance. 
A well-known example is the IBA Emscher Park in the Ruhrge-
biet region, from 1989 to 1999. This region was characterised 
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by declining mining operations and heavy industries, and the 
large-scale mining operations had caused natural water ta-
bles to sink to great depths and surface waters to disappear. 
Joint regional efforts led to an international exhibition or the 
reuse of industrial heritage sites, introducing new businesses 
in the services sector and converting the industrial landscape 
into a landscape park. The immediate starting point was the 
effort to restore natural water levels to the region, but ten 
years of experimenting was found to lead to an economic re-
vival of the region as well.
The IBA method is an ongoing process, with newly started 
projects learning from ongoing or completed IBAs. The IBA at 
the former lignite mines in Fürst-Pückler-Land was recently 
concluded, and new projects have started near Hamburg, Ba-
sel and Thüringen. In the Netherlands, authorities at Parkstad 
Limburg, a region with a shrinking population near the bor-
ders with Germany and Belgium, are setting up IBA Parkstad.

not just copy and paste

The Promenade Plantée, Jardins Partagés and IBAs are inspi-
ring examples. So inspiring, in fact, that many foreign public 
authorities, designers and researchers have visited them, 
and the projects are even beginning to be imitated in the Ne-
therlands. However, a word of caution is called for here. The 
promenade and community gardens in Paris and the exhibi-
tions in Germany derive from a completely different political 
and administrative situation. For instance, France has a mi-
nister for urban affairs, and in Germany, government invest-
ments are used to drive spatial and economic developments, 

whereas in the Netherlands, towns and cities are left to their 
own devices when it comes to green infrastructure.  The 
Dutch national government has now formally decided to wit-
hdraw from spatial planning and policies on nature and the 
landscape, but in fact it had kept its distance from town and 
city level issues and policies long before. Investing in green 
infrastructure has always been a matter for the municipal au-
thorities, although the national government did set policies 
for buffer zones, conservation areas and leisure areas.
In fact, this is what makes the instruments described in this 
brochure relevant. Although the ideas from Paris and Germa-
ny may be highly suitable for certain Dutch towns or cities, or 
for a region where the authorities of various municipalities 
have entered into partnerships, the authorities will have to 
come up with practical ways to realise them. Some suggesti-
ons for this are made in the following chapters.
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Although municipal area development projects often involve 
investments by local governments in green spaces and water 
bodies around new buildings, these governments rarely reap 
the benefits of their investments. Although the presence of 
parks, green belts, open space and water bodies around buil-
dings increases the monetary value of the real estate by an 
estimated 6 to 15 percent, this added value is usually collec-
ted by the property developers and real estate owners, and 
is later traded. Although green spaces are important for local 
authorities as part of the marketing mix by which they try to 
make their town or city attractive to new businesses and re-
sidents, as well as to improve liveability, the authorities of-
ten lack the resources to actually develop and maintain green 
spaces. In addition, there was until recently not a great deal of 
interest in the added value produced by investments by local 
authorities in green spaces.

Value capturing

There is currently a growing awareness, however, that invest-
ments by local governments can increase the monetary value 
of real estate. This awareness has led to the concept of value 
capturing, a collective term for instruments to ensure that the 
added value of real estate caused by investments by the aut-
horities in green spaces and water bodies is partly returned 
to the authorities who invested the money.
Value capturing goes beyond the quid pro quo principle of 
existing schemes to use profits from building works to invest 

5 Reaping what you sow
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in green infrastructure (‘red for green’ projects). The pro-
ceeds from real estate development are used to fund habitat 
creation and conservation, but the newly created habitats or 
nature conservation measures do not necessarily have a di-
rect relation with the buildings or infrastructure. Such sche-
mes are more like compensation schemes in which the disap-
pearance of natural habitats in one place is compensated by 
investments in nature elsewhere.

Cashing in and investing at the same time

Value capturing involves a combination of cashing in and in-
vesting at the same time. On the one hand, it is a way for local 
governments to get a return on their investments in green 
spaces and water bodies, which increase the monetary value 
of real estate. On the other hand, it means using the proceeds 
for the kind of investments that yielded the added value. This 
results in a continuous process of investments to create green 
spaces that produce added monetary value, which in turn ge-
nerates new financial resources for further investments in 
green spaces, etc.
This can only be achieved if there is an actual added value for 
real estate, which in practice requires situations with suffi-
cient market pressure in the housing and real estate markets. 
Instruments for value capturing are already available, inclu-
ding the three instruments discussed above.
The use of such instruments can be made compulsory if the 
authorities in a particular town or city have sufficient oppor-
tunities to do so. If not, then voluntary public-private partner-
ships can be used, while taking account of the various long-

term and short-term perspectives of parties such as property 
developers, housing corporations, investors and private real 
estate owners.

Rethinking financing and planning

Timing is of the essence in value capturing. There are two mo-
ments at which the monetary value of real estate increases, 
and at which the value capturing instruments can be applied. 
One is at the realisation stage, for instance when a house is 
sold, when the value of the real estate is higher if it is situa-
ted in a green environment than in an area without any green 
elements. The other moment occurs during the property ma-
nagement stage, when the green elements have reached full 
maturity and the property value has increased for parties 
that work from a long-term perspective, such as investors 
and housing corporations.
Value capturing requires a new way of thinking about finan-
cing and planning. Green elements have to be incorporated 
in the planning process at an early stage, so as to allow the 
opportunities to be correctly evaluated. The calculations 
should not be based on costs, but on investments and value. 
Although this means that value capturing requires rethinking 
various aspects, it can be used in area redevelopment sche-
mes on the basis of a relatively simple five-step plan (see five 

step plan diagram below), enabling local governments to 
actually reap what they have sown.
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Five-step plan for value capturing

primary conditions
• Actual increase in value of real estate
• Sufficient pressure on housing market
• Relatively small investment shortfall

no 
value 
capturing

Value capturing , on condition that
• Green spaces and added value are incorporated in the process 
         at an early stage

Choosing a party for long-term involvement
All-in property developer

Existing real estate
• Taxes
• Property tax / sewerage charge

type of partnership
• active land policy
• Joint venture: profit sharing / developers’ contribution / contract
• Self-realisation by home owner: recouping costs through exploitation 

scheme

no

yes

Spatial processes do not run a straightforward course or show 
regular patterns. Instead, they consist of periods of stability 
and a certain routine, interrupted by sudden major changes. 
That is why the VALUE project has investigated how these ir-
regularities affect the planning process. This has resulted in a 
new vision on planning, called Planning by Surprise, in which 
green spaces can set the agenda.
Although planning processes are often regarded as linear 
paths, qualitative research in the VALUE project, involving 
interviews with planning experts, companies and public au-
thorities, has shown that this path is often interrupted by 
unexpected events. Such an event is sometimes called a tran-
sition moment or a tipping point. It is a moment at which va-
rious things happen which suddenly make the situation far 
more complex. Questions are raised about the period of sta-
bility and routine, and a new playing field is created, resulting 
in a new period of stability and routine at a higher level of 
complexity

Technical and communicative planning

The idea that planning follows a linear and logical course of 
development has had a long history. In the first half of the 
twentieth century, planning meant the technical exercise of 
producing a blueprint, and green spaces were largely the do-
main of agricultural engineers. After World War II, this appro-
ach no longer fitted in with the ever more dynamic nature of 

6 Planning by Surprise: 
Green spaces setting the agenda
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society. This led to the development of communicative plan-
ning, in which plans were seen as the outcome of a process 
of decision-making about building projects. Communication 
acted as a lubricant to get parties to agree without too much 
friction. And green spaces became one of the elements in the 
decision-making process.
The end of the twentieth century saw the birth of development 
planning, which focused on enabling spatial developments 
and creating new opportunities and chances, as opposed to 
the rigid restrictions imposed by the existing planning ap-
proach. Communication still played a major facilitating role, 
to promote smooth decision-making processes, but also as a 
means of involving people and companies in spatial develop-
ments. Green spaces were given a new role, offering added 
value to urban buildings and infrastructure, just as natural, 
recreational and historical values are important for multi-
functional urban development. Green spaces and elements 
became a selling point.

Chance and surprise

Both of these views of planning, the technical as well as the 
communicative variety, shared one aspect: there was no part 
in it for chance or surprise. Everything was based on calcu-
lations and control. In technical planning, the master plan 
was the blueprint for changes, and planning studies yielded a 
factual ‘truth’, which could be expressed in figures, on which 
planning was then based. Communicative planning added 
the concept of strategic control to the decision-making pro-
cess, with communication yielding the facts and truths that 

formed the basis for further planning. In these approaches, 
green spaces were also included on the basis of calculations 
and control. In technological planning, green spaces were 
included in the blueprint for urban development devised by 
agricultural engineers, whereas in communicative planning, 
green spaces were used in mathematical models as an ele-
ment in the communicative strategy, as a counterbalance to 
housing and infrastructure. Time and again, the ’soft values’ 
of green spaces – liveability, environment, ecology, historical 
values, recreation, health, etc. – were converted into hard Eu-
ros to enable them to be incorporated in planning calculati-
ons and steering.

Feelings, impressions, coincidence, personal rela-

tionships and political changes

In the technological and communicative planning approa-
ches, governance was also mainly geared towards calcula-
tion and steering. These planning approaches are based on 
a governance style focusing on efficiency. Such a governance 
style is calculating, linear, structural and based on facts, and 
centres around a master plan or blueprint. There is no room 
for chance or surprise, or for personal views and emotions. 
The past ten years, however, have seen the growth of a new, 
adaptive style of governance, one that is more intuitive, non-
linear, based on ideas and beliefs, and intended to meet the 
challenges of ever-changing governments. Unlike previous 
styles, this style of governance is prepared for the unexpected 
and unpredictable. Thus, changes are taking place in the way 
planning and governance function. Planning processes have 
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turned out to be far more unpredictable and uncontrolled 
than was assumed in the two historical planning approaches.  
Processes are highly dependent on ‘tipping points’ or transi-
tion moments, and such moments often produce a pressure 
cooker situation, in which many unexpected things occur. 
These changes are often dependent on ‘soft’ information, that 
is, feelings, impressions, chance occurrences, personal relati-
onships, political changes, etc. Green spaces and elements of-
ten play a rather ill-defined role in these changes.  Examples 
include the emotionally charged debate in the Netherlands 
about giving up polders to the sea to create new wetland ha-
bitats in compensation for civil engineering work elsewhere, 
or about finding locations for wind farms. Green spaces can 
make or break reputations and egos.
 
Depending on ‘soft’ information

An example of a completely unexpected transition moment 
was the decision by the newly elected municipal executive of 
Amersfoort not to use the area around Randenbroek Park to 
build houses, but to designate it as a large green space. This 
more or less overturned the entire spatial planning process, 
forcing all parties involved to return to the drawing board. 
Whether this was a logical, calculating or steering type of 
decision is in fact not very relevant; what matters is that the 
decision meant an unexpected turn in the planning process.
In taking such decisions, public officials often have to depend 
on ‘soft’ information. This kind of information has little to do 
with ‘truth’ or facts, unlike the ‘hard’ truths and facts that un-
derlie the technical and communicative approaches to plan-

ning, and is also difficult to grasp and to capture.
The VALUE project has tried to capture such soft informa-
tion by means of in-depth interviews with parties involved in 
similar spatial processes in Stuttgart (Germany), Amersfoort 
and Manchester (UK), while focusing on the sensitive mo-
ments and situations. The interviews showed that such soft 
information reveals itself in phrases like ‘Then suddenly there 
was a …’, “I still thought that …’, ‘We put pressure on them …’, 
‘I then sensed that …’, ‘After a glass of wine it turned out that 
he was not convinced at all…’, ‘The new alderman, however, …’.

Beliefs and pragmatism

In practice, the two governance styles (efficiency-oriented 
and adaptive) and different planning approaches co-occur, as 
is illustrated by two European examples, one from Germany 
and one from Britain. In Esslingen (Germany), the local aut-
horities had developed a long-term planning strategy for the 
period up to 2027, while for pragmatic reasons, the actual 
realisation of the individual projects included in the strategy 
was left until the right moment. One of the projects in the 
long-term strategy was the construction of a cycle path along 
the river. When it turned out that the leader of a local political 
party was also the president of an angler’s association, the 
authorities grasped the opportunity to make the river bank 
accessible by means of a cycle path that would also function 
as a meeting place for the anglers.
In Manchester, a property developer used a long-term stra-
tegy characterised by a belief in sustainable innovations. The 
developer invested in sustainable energy as a way to keep 
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rents low and to make the real estate more attractive. They 
regarded the inclusion of well-designed and carefully main-
tained green spaces as important, especially since it would 
prevent depreciation of the property, rather than actually 
increase its value. At the same time, the company produced 
solid calculations for the measures that had to be taken to en-
sure sustainable energy supply.

Planning by Surprise

As the above examples show, governance styles and planning 
approaches will continue to change, beliefs are supplemented 
with pragmatism and timing, and long-term and short-term 
strategies are implemented simultaneously. Both governance 
styles prove to be feasible and effective. Governing for effi-
ciency ensures that spatial challenges actually result in new 
spatial interventions, concrete results that can be used to jus-
tify policies and governance, with newly created green infra-
structure showing the success of the policy that was adopted, 
while the adaptive style of governance is more effective at the 
level of ideas, visions and strategies. Insisting that the econo-
my needs green infrastructure leads to a collective conviction 
that green infrastructure is indeed necessary.
Planning by Surprise is thus not so much about making actual 
plans, but rather about designing a strategy that can be used 
to deal with change. Instead of focusing on one specific solu-
tion as a blueprint for solving the spatial challenge, Planning 
by Surprise implies that one continues to be on the lookout 
for all kinds of solutions that could make a positive contribu-
tion to the realisation of a long-term vision. In this approach, 

green infrastructure sets the agenda, as the belief in sustaina-
bility or a green long-term vision can, through pragmatic in-
terventions at specific moments, be made to fit in seamlessly 
with various short-term economic, spatial, social, ecological 
or other objectives. Hard facts and data are required to de-
velop a green infrastructure strategy based on figures about 
investments and the economic value of real estate and infra-
structure. This means that green spaces and elements will 
never be completely decisive, but they can offer guidance for 
short-term projects.
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The focus must be on 
the planning process it-
self, not on its immedi-
ate proceeds. This was the 
main conclusion that the 
Amersfoort local author-
ities drew about the use 
of Value Added Planning. 
Although direct econom-
ic gains from green infra-
structure are hard to cal-
culate, added value can be 
achieved by inviting a range 
of disciplines to become in-
volved in the planning pro-
cess right from the start 
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Green urban spaces are found in all kinds of places, but            is this really what green cities are supposed to look like?



Lively green urban space as they’re intended, but   how can we ensure this is what we get?



Planned green cities very often do not resemble   the dream that the designers had



the Dreamed of green city very often   fails to be realised



Green cities: often been designed on the drawing-board,   but no-one gets to see them



The Green City is not a plan that’s become historical,   but is reinvented time and again



Urban green spaces have been dreamed of, imagined,

 translated, written about, forgotten and rediscovered



planning by surprise

by accident, from great visions and higher goals

The green city was not designed, but simply arose, 




